**Grace Wilkie Annex (GWA) is the building located on the east end of the two Grace Wilkie Buildings. The buildings are located between the Ablah Library and the Heskett Center and there is a WSU Shuttle Stop and yellow Amazon package holding box located north of GWA.**

During the fall and spring semesters, Wichita State’s main campus is an ePermit-only parking environment from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays when classes are in session, with the exception of the RSC Parking garage which requires an ePermit at all times. Visitors to campus during the enforcement period may park without an ePermit for four calendar days during the year (July-June). On your fifth visit to campus during the year, you’ll need to purchase an ePermit at the link below. Visitors may purchase either single-day ePermits for $5 or frequent visitor ePermits for $75 per semester. **GO TO WICHITA.EDU/VISITORPARKING FOR MORE INFORMATION.**